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Abstract: Even though wall-bounded
turbulence is highly broadband in nature, it
does comprise a strong coherence in for
instance the velocity fields. This seminar will
primarily focus on a spectral characterization
of organized motions in wall-bounded
turbulence. An organization is evidenced by
the longstanding classification of different
flow structures, such as hairpin packets and
very large-scale motions. Since the turbulence
statistics of different categories of structures
comprise dissimilar scaling behaviors, their
coexistence complicates the development of
scaling laws or models for velocity spectra
and even the integrated turbulence kinetic
energy. Via multi-point data analyses, we
present data-driven spectral filters for
stochastically decomposing velocity spectra
into sub-components, which are interpreted as
representations of different types of ‘building
blocks’ of the wall-bounded turbulent flow. In
the process we reveal a Reynolds-number
invariant wall-scaling for a portion of the
outer-region turbulence that is coherent with
the near-wall region; this supports the
existence of wall-attached self-similar
turbulent structures. Throughout this seminar
we will also indicate how the results assist in
developing frameworks for predicting
statistics
at
high-Reynolds-number
conditions, how they assist in designing
active control methods and how they assist in

creating models for coherent turbulence in
atmospheric surface layers.
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